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1 Index

TOF time-of-flight
LOR line-of-response
i LOR or detector pair index
j voxel index
Aij element of the system matrix for voxel j and LOR i
yi number of counts detected in LOR i
Nj number of voxels
Ni number of detector pairs or LORs
r̄i expected random counts rate for LOR i
s̄i expected scattered counts rate for LOR i
∆t TOF measurement (difference between arrival times of coincident photons)
v position on the LOR with respect to the LOR center
c speed of light
b TOF bin index, either cumulative bin (histogram data) or quantization bin

(list-mode data with quantized TOF measurements)
w TOF weight multiplying the non TOF component of the system matrix (Aij)

2 Foreword

This is a summary of implementation details for TOF reconstruction in CASToR. For more ex-
planations about equations, see the technical note on TOF implementation by M. Filipovic et al.,
”Time-of-flight (TOF) implementation for PET reconstruction in practice”, in print in ”Physics in
Medicine and Biology”.

3 CASToR datafile

In the TOF histogram data file

• (header) the TOF bin size (in ps) and the number of TOF bins must be provided

• (binary) the estimation of the expected random counts rate should be provided per LOR (r̄i),
as for non TOF data

• (binary) the estimation of the expected scattered counts rate should be provided for each LOR
and each TOF bin (s̄ib)

In the TOF list-mode data file

• (header) the range of TOF measurements (in ps) must be provided (usually equal to the
coincidence timing window)

• (header) the size of the TOF quantization bin (in ps) is optional, if provided the equation 3 is
used, otherwise the equation 5 is used
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• (binary) the estimation of the expected random counts rate should be given per LOR (r̄i), as
for non TOF data

• (binary) the estimation of the expected scattered counts rate should be given for each LOR
and each TOF measurement (s̄i(v) or s̄i(vb))

See also the data file documentation.

4 Definition

The time-of-flight measurement ∆t is the difference of arrival times t1 and t2 of coincident photons
into detection units c1 and c2, so positive ∆t is associated to annihilation events closer to c2.

For reconstruction, ∆t is converted into v, the presumed spatial position of the annihilation on
the LOR, given with respect to the center of the LOR, as

v =
c∆t

2
(1)

The spatial TOF uncertainty function is modeled as a Gaussian probability distribution with
standard deviation σ, computed from the TOF resolution FWHM field given (in ps) in the input
data file.

5 ML-EM equations

For TOF histogram data

λt+1
j = λtj

1∑
ibAijb

∑
ib

Aijb
yib∑

k Aikbλ
t
k + r̄ib + s̄ib

. (2)

For TOF list-mode data with quantized TOF measurements

λt+1
j = λtj

1∑NLOR
i=1

∫
Aq

ij(v)dv

Ncoinc∑
n=1

Aq
inj

(vbn)
1∑

k A
q
ink

(vbn)λtk + r̄qin(vbn) + s̄qin(vbn)
(3)

equivalent to

λt+1
j = λtj

1∑
ibAijb

Ncoinc∑
n=1

Ainjbn

1∑
k Ainkbnλ

t
k + r̄inbn + s̄inbn

. (4)

For TOF list-mode data with continuous TOF measurements

λt+1
j = λtj

1∑NLOR
i=1

∫
Aij(v)dv

Ncoinc∑
n=1

Ainj(vn)
1∑

k Aink(vn)λtk + r̄in(vn) + s̄in(vn)
. (5)

5.1 System matrix

TOF weights are a component of the system matrix for TOF reconstruction. They are independent
of other components and thus multiply the non TOF part of the system matrix. Hence, the system
matrix elements for TOF histogram data are Aijb = Aijwijb, for TOF list-mode data with con-
tinuous TOF measurements Aij(v) = Aijwij(v), and for TOF list-mode data with quantized TOF
measurements Aq

ij(vb) = Aijw
q
ij(vb).

There are several options for the computation of TOF weights, making trade-offs between speed
and accuracy: truncation of the nominal Gaussian function, precomputation of the TOF weighting
function vs computation on the fly, accurate vs approximate processing of TOF bins. They can be
provided using -proj-common option (see also -help-projm for details).

For TOF list-mode data with continuous measurements, TOF weights are computed by simply
sampling a Gaussian. For TOF list-mode data with quantized measurements and for TOF histogram
data, the TOF weights can be computed using one of the following formulas
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∫
N (v|vj , σ)Π(v|vb,∆vb)dv = h

∫ vb+∆vb/2

vb−∆vb/2
N (v|vj , σ)dv (6)

=
(
N (·|0, σ) ∗Π(·|0,∆vb)

)(
vj − vb

)
(7)

≈ N (vb|vj , σ)h∆vb (8)

where Π is the TOF bin function defined as

Πb(v) =

{
h vb −∆vb/2 < v ≤ vb + ∆vb/2

0 otherwise
(9)

with h = 1 for TOF histogram data and h = 1/∆vb for TOF list-mode data with quantized
TOF measurements. See the PMB technical note for more details.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the computation of TOF weights for continuous TOF measurements (left),
for TOF bins using the equation 6 (center) and for TOF bins using the equation 7 (right)

The equation 6 is used with options for accurate processing of TOF bins on the fly (without
precomputation). The equation 7 is used with options for accurate processing of TOF bins with
precomputation. The equation 8 is used with options for approximate processing of TOF bins, either
with or without precomputation.

The precision of the precomputed TOF weighting function is currently hard coded at 1µm.

6 Voxel sensitivity

In theory, the voxel sensitivity is the same, regardless of the data format or the use of TOF.∑
i

Aij =
∑
i

∑
b

Aijb =
∑
i

∫
Aij(v)dv =

∑
i

∫
Aq

ij(v)dv. (10)

For TOF list-mode data, the voxel sensitivities are computed as for non TOF data, before the
actual reconstruction and using the non TOF system matrix elements.

For TOF histogram data, the voxel sensitivities can be precomputed before the actual recon-
struction using the non TOF system matrix elements, or they can be computed on the fly using the
TOF system matrix elements (default behaviour, may not satisfy the equation if TOF weights are
computed with approximations).

7 Properties

The following equations should be satisfied for the input TOF data.∑
b

yib = yi. (11)

∑
b

r̄ib = r̄i ,

∫
r̄i(v)dv = r̄i (12)
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∑
b

s̄ib = s̄i ,

∫
s̄i(v)dv = s̄i (13)

The following equations are satisfied within numerical limits when TOF weights are computed
with the highest accuracy∑

b

wijb = 1 ,

∫
wij(v)dv = 1 ,

∫
wq
ij(v)dv = 1. (14)

7.1 Random and scatter counts

For histogram TOF data, the estimation of the expected random counts rate is computed for each
TOF bin by dividing the provided estimation per LOR r̄i with the number of TOF bins. r̄ib is
thus the same for all TOF bins in a LOR. The estimation of the expected scattered counts rate is
provided directly in the input data file for each LOR and each TOF bin.

For list-mode data, the estimation of the expected random counts rate is computed for each
event by dividing the provided estimation per LOR ri with the spatial range of TOF measurements.
The estimation of the expected scattered counts rate is provided directly in the input data file for
each event.
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